
Brainstorming
➢What is the increasingly popular type of a
modern writing test in English?
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Brainstorming
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Key skills:

• observation

• presentation

• connection

• organization

• inference



Data Commentary
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In-Class Exercise
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Data Commentary principles
⚫Commentary

➢neither a mere description

➢nor a free interpretation
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Pitfalls to Avoid
•This is a graph that illustrates coal, nuclear, and renewable
power generation in Germany from 1990 to 2011.
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too clear to miss



Pitfalls to Avoid
•Compared with the other three resources, renewables are
the most eco-friendly one, hence its possibility of replacing
them in the future.
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unnecessary value judgment



Pitfalls to Avoid
•Compared with the other three resources, renewables are
the most eco-friendly one, hence its possibility of replacing
them in the future.
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unlikely in a real-life situation: 
base load power



Pitfalls to Avoid
•Renewable energy has raised steadily over the past two
decades.
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Pitfalls to Avoid
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imprecise adverb



Pitfalls to Avoid
•Renewable energy has raised steadily over the past two
decades.
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confusion of verb usage



Pitfalls to Avoid
•Renewable energy has raised steadily over the past two
decades.

•rise

•arise

•raise

•arouse
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confusion of verb usage



Vt / Vi (transitive verb / intransitive verb)
•rise

•arise

•raise

•arouse
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Vt / Vi (transitive verb / intransitive verb)
•rise

•arise

A question arises here for our discussion.

•raise

We would like to raise a question here.

•arouse
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Vt / Vi (transitive verb / intransitive verb)
•rise

•arise

•raise

•arouse
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Vt / Vi (transitive verb / intransitive verb)
•rise

•arise

•raise

The company raises its dividend for the 10th straight year.

•arouse
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Vt / Vi (transitive verb / intransitive verb)
•rise

•arise

•raise

The company raises its dividend for the 10th straight year.

•arouse

The experiment explained why this theory aroused such opposition.
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Vt / Vi (transitive verb / intransitive verb)
•rise

•arise

•raise

•arouse
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Vt / Vi (transitive verb / intransitive verb)
•rise

Monthly payments increase as rates rise.

•arise

Cost savings opportunities arose from the merger.

•raise

•arouse
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•raise

•arouse
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Vt / Vi (transitive verb / intransitive verb)
•increase

From 1999 through 2017, the prevalence of obesity in the U.S.
increased to 42 percent from 30 percent, and severe obesity
increased to 9 percent from 5 percent, according to the C.D.C.

Furthermore, inaccurate identification increases the likelihood of
missed arrests.

Even a small change in market conditions can trigger a large number
of trades, leading to sudden price swings and increased volatility.
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Pitfalls to Avoid
•Renewable energy has raised steadily over the past two
decades.

➢Renewables for power generation has risen five times
during 1990-2011.
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Pitfalls to Avoid
•Renewable energy has raised steadily over the past two
decades.

➢Renewables for power generation has risen five times
during 1990-2011, with a upward trend in the first half and a
relatively steep slope in the second half.
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Original Comments on the Graph
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Original Comments on the Graph
•“Total renewable generation was less than brown coal in
2011. However, at last year’s pace of growth, renewable
generation may exceed that from brown coal by 2015.”
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Original Comments on the Graph
•“Total renewable generation was less than brown coal in
2011. However, at last year’s pace of growth, renewable
generation may exceed that from brown coal by 2015.”

➢corresponding to the nature of a certain type of visualization
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Table Analysis
Writing Strategy Percentage

Think mainly in Japanese but write 
in English

61%

Think in Japanese and English but 
write in English

16%

Think in English and write in 
English

23%
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Table 8. Strategies Used by Japanese Scientists When Writing in English 



Expression in Percent or Fraction
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Slightly more than three-fourths of the scientists surveyed

adopted writing strategies that involved the use of their first

language. Moreover, less than a quarter appear capable of

writing directly in English. Overall, the figures would

appear to suggest that most Japanese scientists have

difficulties and frustrations when preparing papers for

English-medium journals.
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Slightly more than three-fourths of the scientists surveyed

adopted writing strategies that involved the use of their first

language. Moreover, less than a quarter appear capable of
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Expression in Percent or Fraction

35

Given the well-known differences between scientific

English and scientific Japanese (Okamura, 2002), the

heavy reliance on Japanese is somewhat surprising. This

phenomenon probably reflects a lack of confidence in

English. Nevertheless, all the findings need to be treated

with caution since they are based on what scientists said

they did, rather than on direct observations of their writing.
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Table Analysis exercise
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Table Analysis exercise
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comparison of works

(pp. 166-7)



Table Analysis exercise
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comparison of works

(pp. 166-7)



Table Analysis

40

It can be observed that parents are more likely to be the sole

decision makers when it comes to issues that have to do with

safety (curfew) and adolescent moral education (religion). The high

level of decision-making regarding allowance could simply reflect

the family’s economic situation, but it is somewhat surprising that

low percentages were reported for decisions regarding adolescent

friend-making, which could be influential in affecting teenager

security and shaping their morality concept. This might seem

inconsistent with the data suggesting that parents are concerned

with matters of safety and morality. The root of this inconsistency

points to the need of further investigating . . .
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Degrees of strength (p.140) (pp.163-4)

Ways of moderating or qualifying a claim

- likelihood (pp.159-160)

- softening generalizations (pp.161-162)

- qualifying (limiting) the subject

◼ the risk of overusing:

It could be concluded that some evidence seems to suggest that at least
certain villagers might not have traded their pottery with others.
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Strength of Claim
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Degrees of strength (p.140) (pp.163-4)

Ways of moderating or qualifying a claim

- likelihood (pp.159-160)

- softening generalizations (pp.161-162)

- qualifying (limiting) the subject

◼ the risk of overusing:

It could be concluded that some evidence seems to suggest that at least
certain villagers might not have traded their pottery with others.
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Strength of Claim exercise p.164



Subject-Verb Agreement for Data
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Subject-Verb Agreement for Data
A set of 200 questionnaires was / were distributed.

A set of 200 questionnaires was / were distributed.

A large proportion of students is / are distracted by the noise.

A large proportion of students is / are distracted by the noise.

Exceptions: fraction, proportion, or percentage
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Subject-Verb Agreement for Data
A set of 200 questionnaires was / were distributed.

A set of 200 questionnaires was / were distributed.

A large proportion of students is / are distracted by the noise.

A large proportion of students is / are distracted by the noise.

◆Exceptions: fraction, proportion, or percentage
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Proportion
•A large proportion of students are distracted by the noise.

•A large proportion of research is dedicated to the crux.

•Only a minority of the cells were alive for three hours.

•A majority of the measurement time is wasted on the trials.
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Fraction
•One-third of the cells were alive after incubation.
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Fraction
•One-third of the cells were alive after incubation.

One-fifth of N …

Three-fifths of N …

One-quarter of N …
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Percentage
•percent vs. % vs. percentage
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Percentage
•percent vs. % vs. percentage

40 percent of overseas students at this school are eligible.

Forty percent of overseas students at this school are eligible.
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Percentage
•percent vs. % vs. percentage

40 percent of overseas students at this school are eligible.

Forty percent of overseas students at this school are eligible.

Exactly 40% of overseas students at this school are eligible.
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Percentage
•percent vs. % vs. percentage

40 percent of overseas students at this school are eligible.

Forty percent of overseas students at this school are eligible.

Exactly 40% of overseas students at this school are eligible.

The percentage of eligible overseas students at this school is

rather high.
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Countable or not
•number vs. amount vs. quantity
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Subject-Verb Agreement: Countable or not
•number vs. amount vs. quantity

Surveys showed that factory activity weakened in April and the
number of people employed declined.

The newly implemented project means a tremendous amount of
work for the staff.

The subjects are asked about the quantity of their energy-drink
consumption and the quality of their sleep.

There are large quantities of oranges on sale in the market.
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Task III: Data Commentary in class on June 1st
•Please bring your laptop to the classroom.

•Test time: 9:20-10:10

•Upload the Word file to NTU COOL.
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